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表⾯アルファ線イメージ分析装置の開発
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• 地下実験のための検出器は「極限まで少ない不純物」＋
「⼤型化」を要求。綺麗な素材確保・⽣成は確⽴されてき
た。

• いくら材料⾃⾝が綺麗でも、空気中に置いておくだけでラ
ドン由来の放射性不純物が表⾯に付着し汚染される。

• Rn娘核のPo-218が表⾯数ミクロンほど埋め込まれる。ウ
ラン系列である鉛-210が半減期22年なので、その娘核の
Po-210が5.3 MeVのα線を常に放射するようになる。

• Geなどの全量試験で、試料表⾯が汚染されていた場合、過
⼩評価する可能性がある。そのため、表⾯アルファ線分析
は独⽴的に重要な極低BG測定⼿法である。

• 表⾯汚染イメージが得られると構造体のどの部品に問題か
あるか明らかになる。

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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2. α線イメージ分析装置

Alpha-ray Imaging Chamber (AICHAM)
NIM A 953 (2020) 163050.

µ-PIC (30×30cm2)
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Fig. 2: Schematic cross section of detector setup.
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Fig. 3: Drift plate with a sample window (hole size is
9.5! 9.5 cm2) and copper support mesh.

background source, and so the impurities were re-116

moved [14]. Details of the device with the new ma-117

terial, a low-! µ-PIC, will be described in Ref [15].118

2.3. Gas circulation system119

A gas circulation system that uses activated char-120

coal pellets was developed for radon-background121

suppression and to protect a against gain deteri-122

oration due to the outgassing. A pump (EMP,123

MX-808ST-S) and a needle-type circulate meter124

(KOFLOC, PK-1250) were used to flow the gas at a125

rate of ! 500 cm3/min. The gas pressure was mon-126

itored to ensure the stable operation of the circula-127

tion system and as maintained within an increase128

of ! 2% for several weeks.129

2.4. Electronics and trigger data acquisition system130

The electronics for the µ-PIC readout consisted131

of amplifier-shaper discriminators [16] for 768 anode132

and 768 cathode signals and a position-encoding133

module [17] to reconstruct the hit pattern. A data134

acquisition system consisted of a memory board135

to record tracks and a flash analog-to-digital con-136

verter (ADC) for the energy measurement. The137

flash ADC with 100 MHz sampling recorded the138

sum signal of the cathode strips with a full time139

range of 12 µs. The anode sum signal issued the140

trigger. With this way of triggering, in contrast to141

the trigger by signal (for example, primary scintil-142

lation) in the TPC before the drift, the absolute143

position along the drift direction cannot be mea-144

sured. However, because the alpha particles were145

expected to be emitted from the sample, the drift-146

along coordinate of the emission point was assumed147

to be the position of the drift plate.148

3. Performance check149

3.1. Alpha-particle source150

A 10" 10 cm2 copper plate with 210Pb accu-151

mulated on the surface was used as an alpha-152

particle source for the energy calibration and153

energy-resolution measurement [11]. The source154

emits alpha particles with an energy of 5.3 MeV155

as a decay of 210Po. The alpha-particle emission156

rate (hereinafter called the ! rate) of the source157

plate was calibrated to be 1.49± 0.01 ! s!1 for 4.8–158

5.8 MeV by using the Ultra-Lo 1800 [11].159

3.2. Energy calibration160

An energy calibration was conducted with the161

alpha-particle source. The energy was calculated162

from the flash ADC waveform. Figure 4 shows163

a typical energy spectrum of the alpha-particle164

source. The energy resolution was estimated to be165

6.7% (1") for 5.3 MeV, which is worse than the166

Ultra-Lo 1800 resolution of 4.7% (1") for 5.3 MeV.167

This deterioration was thought to be due to the168

gain variation of the µ-PIC detection area.169

3.3. Event reconstruction170

Figure 5 shows a typical event display with the171

tracks and flash ADC waveform data for alpha-172

particle emission from 210Po. The hit points were173

determined based on coincidence with anode and174

cathode detections. Figure 5 (c) shows the anode-175

cathode plane for the track. The open circles are176
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Fig. 1. Photograph of the experimental setup. The detector system is composed of
a micro-TPC, a gas circulation system, and electronics. The stainless-steel vessel is
uncovered so that the outer view of the TPC field cage can be viewed.

process. Therefore, a position-sensitive alpha detector is required in
order to determine the site and perhaps the process associated with
the materials contamination.

This paper is organized as follows. The details of the alpha-particle
detector, setup, low-↵ micro pixel chamber (�-PIC), gas circulation sys-
tem, electronics, and trigger and data acquisition systems are described
in Section 2. The performance check that uses the alpha-particle source,
a sample test, and background estimation are described in Section 3.
The remaining background of the detector and future prospects are
discussed in Section 4. Finally, main conclusions are presented in
Section 5.

2. Alpha-particle imaging detector based on gaseous micro-TPC

A new alpha-particle detector was developed based on a gaseous
micro-TPC upgraded from the NEWAGE-0.3a detector [14] which was
used to search for dark matter from September, 2008 to January, 2013.
The detector consisted of the micro-TPC using a low-↵ �-PIC as readout,
a gas circulation system, and electronics, as shown in Fig. 1. The TPC
was enclosed in a stainless-steel vessel for the gas seal during the
measurement.

2.1. Setup and configuration

Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of the detector, where the gas volume
is (35 cmù 35 cm)ù 31 cm. The detector was placed underground at the
Kamioka facility in the Institute for Cosmic Ray Research, Japan. An
oxygen-free copper plate with a surface electro-polished to a roughness
of 0.4 �m and a size of (35 cm ù 35 cm) ù 0.1 cm was used as the drift
plate. The drift plate had an opening with a size of 9.5 cm ù 9.5 cm
as a sample window. A copper mesh made of 1-mm-� wire in 1-cm
pitch (aperture ratio of 0.81) was set on the drift plate to hold the
sample at the window area, as shown in Fig. 3. The electrons ionized
by the alpha particles drift towards the �-PIC with a vertical upward-
pointing electric field E. CF4 gas (TOMOE SHOKAI Co.LTD, 5N grade:
a purity of 99.999% or more), which was also used in the NEWAGE-
0.3a, was used because of the low diffusion properties. The pressure
was set at 0.2 bar as a result of the optimization between the expected

Fig. 2. Schematic cross section of detector setup. Sample window size is
9.5 cm ù 9.5 cm. Electric field is formed by a drift plate biased at *2.5 kV and copper
wires with 1 cm pitch connecting with chain registers.

Fig. 3. Drift plate with a sample window (hole size is 9.5 cm ù 9.5 cm) and copper
support mesh.

track length and the detector stability. The track length was expected
to be longer, which improved the tracking performance when the gas
pressures were low, while the discharge rate of the �-PIC increased. The
range of 5 MeV alpha particle is Ì8 cm in 0.2 bar CF4 gas, which would
provide a reasonable detection efficiency considering the detector size.
The electric field in the drift volume, E = 0.4 kV_cm_bar, was formed
by supplying a negative voltage of 2.5 kV and placing field-shaping
patterns with chain resistors every centimeter [15]. The drift velocity
was 7.4 ± 0.1 cm_�s. The �-PIC anode was connected to +550 V. The
typical gas gain of �-PIC was 103 at Ì 500 V.

2.2. Low-↵ �-PIC

The background study for the direction-sensitive dark matter search
suggests that �-PIC has radioactive impurities of 238U and 232Th which
emit alpha particles [5]. A survey with a HPGe detector revealed
that �-PIC’s glass cloth was the main background source, and so the
impurities were removed. The polyimide with glass cloth in the �-PIC
was replaced with a new material of polyimide and epoxy. Details of
the device with the new material, a low-↵ �-PIC, will be described in
Ref. [16,17].

2.3. Gas circulation system

A gas circulation system that uses activated charcoal pellets
(Molsievon, X2M4/6M811) was developed for the suppression of radon

2

タイムプロジェクション・チェンバー(TPC)
静電場でアルファ線が通過した時に⽣じる電⼦をμ-PICへ輸送し、２次元ヒット

位置と時刻を記録。時間をz座標に変換して3次元⾶跡に再構成。

神岡地下Lab-Aで開発

ここにサンプル
をのせる

μ-PIC: maicro-pixel chamber
アノード(横)・カソード(縦)の信号を同時に読むことで

400 μm間隔でヒット位置を決定できるストリップ型読
み出し装置。

AICHAMは従来より低不純物のμ-PICを使⽤している。
3
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NIMA977 (2020) 164285.
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background source, and so the impurities were re-116

moved [14]. Details of the device with the new ma-117

terial, a low-! µ-PIC, will be described in Ref [15].118

2.3. Gas circulation system119

A gas circulation system that uses activated char-120

coal pellets was developed for radon-background121

suppression and to protect a against gain deteri-122

oration due to the outgassing. A pump (EMP,123

MX-808ST-S) and a needle-type circulate meter124

(KOFLOC, PK-1250) were used to flow the gas at a125

rate of ! 500 cm3/min. The gas pressure was mon-126

itored to ensure the stable operation of the circula-127

tion system and as maintained within an increase128

of ! 2% for several weeks.129

2.4. Electronics and trigger data acquisition system130

The electronics for the µ-PIC readout consisted131

of amplifier-shaper discriminators [16] for 768 anode132

and 768 cathode signals and a position-encoding133

module [17] to reconstruct the hit pattern. A data134

acquisition system consisted of a memory board135

to record tracks and a flash analog-to-digital con-136

verter (ADC) for the energy measurement. The137

flash ADC with 100 MHz sampling recorded the138

sum signal of the cathode strips with a full time139

range of 12 µs. The anode sum signal issued the140

trigger. With this way of triggering, in contrast to141

the trigger by signal (for example, primary scintil-142

lation) in the TPC before the drift, the absolute143

position along the drift direction cannot be mea-144

sured. However, because the alpha particles were145

expected to be emitted from the sample, the drift-146

along coordinate of the emission point was assumed147

to be the position of the drift plate.148

3. Performance check149

3.1. Alpha-particle source150

A 10" 10 cm2 copper plate with 210Pb accu-151

mulated on the surface was used as an alpha-152

particle source for the energy calibration and153

energy-resolution measurement [11]. The source154

emits alpha particles with an energy of 5.3 MeV155

as a decay of 210Po. The alpha-particle emission156

rate (hereinafter called the ! rate) of the source157

plate was calibrated to be 1.49± 0.01 ! s!1 for 4.8–158

5.8 MeV by using the Ultra-Lo 1800 [11].159

3.2. Energy calibration160

An energy calibration was conducted with the161

alpha-particle source. The energy was calculated162

from the flash ADC waveform. Figure 4 shows163

a typical energy spectrum of the alpha-particle164

source. The energy resolution was estimated to be165

6.7% (1") for 5.3 MeV, which is worse than the166

Ultra-Lo 1800 resolution of 4.7% (1") for 5.3 MeV.167

This deterioration was thought to be due to the168

gain variation of the µ-PIC detection area.169

3.3. Event reconstruction170

Figure 5 shows a typical event display with the171

tracks and flash ADC waveform data for alpha-172

particle emission from 210Po. The hit points were173

determined based on coincidence with anode and174

cathode detections. Figure 5 (c) shows the anode-175

cathode plane for the track. The open circles are176
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• 0.2気圧のCF4ガスを使⽤ 5MeVのα線は約8cm⾛る。
• 波形解析からも⽅向を決定でき、α線の発⽣点を決定できる。
• サンプル由来のα線は下向き。BGを半分は落とせる
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表面α線分析装置
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Fig. 5: Event display of an alpha particle from 210Po.
(a) cathode-drift projection, (b) flash ADC waveform (c)
cathode-anode projection, and (d) anode-drift projection are
displayed. The drift coordinate is set to zero base corre-
sponding to the drift plate position for the top of the track.

MeV, has a peak before stopping (Bragg peak). The239

number of electrons ionized by the alpha particle in240

the gas is proportional to dE/dx, and dE/dx along241

the track profile is projected onto the time evolution242

in the signal due to the mechanism of the TPC.243

This time profile was recorded as the waveform and244

thus the track sense (i.e., whether the track was245

upward or downward) can be determined from the246

waveform.247

A parameter to determine the track sense is248

Fdwn = S2/(S1 + S2), (4)

where S1 and S2 are the time-integrated waveform249

before and after the peak. They are defined as250

S1 =

! tp

t0

v(t)dt, (5)

S2 =

! t1

tp

v(t)dt. (6)

Here, t0 = 0 µs, t1 = 1.5 µs, and tp are the start,251

stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform252

shown in Fig. 5 (b). The tp is determined as a253

time when the voltage is the highest in region be-254

tween t0 and t1. Figure 6 (a) shows typical Fdwn255

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where256

most of the events are expected to be downward-257

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events258

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-259

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!’s have an260

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two components261

of upward- and downward-oriented, as shown by262

the red solid histogram, where the radon-! are263

background events in the sample test data, as ex-264

plained later. The scale of the source-! was normal-265

ized to the radon-! peak of downward for clarity.266

Figure 6 (b) shows the e!ciency related on Fdwn267

threshold for downward-(black solid) and upward-268

oriented (blue dashed). The selection e!ciency of269

Fdwn > 0.5 was estimated to be 0.964 ± 0.004 in270

the source-! spectrum while the radon background271

was reduced to half. The blue dashed histogram is a272

spectrum that subtracted the normalized source-!273

from the radon-!. The cut e!ciency of the upward-274

oriented events (Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be275

0.85± 0.04. The energy dependence of Fdwn will276

be explained in Sec. 3.6.277

3.5. Distribution of emission position278

Since alpha particles are mainly emitted from the279

source, the top points of the alpha-particle tracks280

trace the shape of the radioactivity on the sample.281

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode282

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the283

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top284

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum285

drift coordinate, respectively, as shown in Figs. 5286

(a) and 5 (d). The dashed line represents the edge287

of the drift-plate sample window. Comparing Fig. 7288

(a) with Fig. 7 (b) clearly reveals the shape of the289

radioactivity.290

The position resolution was evaluated along the291

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of292

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular293

to the lines and was fit with error functions as294

shown in Fig. 8. The Fig. 8 (a) and (b) repre-295

sent the alpha-particle emission position projection296

to cathode and anode, respectively. The red lines297

are the fitting based on the error functions. As a re-298

sult, the position resolution was determined to be299

0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard300

deviation in the four positions.301

3.6. Detection and selection e!ciency302

To select good events for alpha particles from the303

sample, we use the following criteria: (C1) selec-304

tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut305
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evolution in the signal due to the mechanism of the224

TPC. This time profile was recorded as the wave-225

form and thus the track sense (i.e., whether the tack226

was upward or downward) can be determined from227

the waveform.228

A parameter to determine the track sense is229

Fdwn = S2/(S1 + S2), (4)

where S1 and S2 are the time-integrated waveform230

before and after the peak. They are defined as231

S1 =
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v(t)dt, (5)
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tp
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Here, t0 = 0 µs, t1 = 1.5 µs, and tp are the start,232

stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform233

shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 6 shows typical Fdwn234

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where235

most of the events are expected to be downward-236

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events237

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-238

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!s have an239

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two peaks, as240

shown by the red solid histogram, where the radon-241

! are background events in the sample test data,242

as explained later. The scale of the source-! was243

normalized to the radon-! peak of downward for244

clarity. The selection e!ciency of Fdwn > 0.5 was245

estimated to be 0.964± 0.004 in the source-! spec-246

trum while the radon background was reduced to247

half. The blue dashed histogram is a spectrum that248

subtracted the normalized source-! from the radon-249

!. The cut e!ciency of the upward-oriented events250

(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251

energy dependence of Fdwn will be explained in Sec.252

3.6.253

3.5. Distribution of emission position254

Since alpha particles are mainly emitted from the255

source, the top points of the alpha-particle tracks256

trace the shape of the radioactivity on the sample.257

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode258

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top260

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum261

drift coordinate, respectively, as shown in Figs. 5262

(a) and 5 (d). The dashed line represents the edge263

of the drift-plate sample window. Comparing Fig. 7264

(a) with Fig. 7 (b) clearly reveals the shape of the265
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dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273

3.6. E!ciency of event selection274

3.7. Detection and selection e!ciency275

To select good events for alpha particles from the276

sample, we use the following criteria: (C1) selec-277

tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282

the anode-cathode, anode-drift, and cathode-drift283

planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286

Criterion C2 rejects the upward-oriented tracks287

with > 3.5 MeV and Fdwn ! 0.5 because the de-288

termination e!ciency depends on the energy. The289

upward- and downward-oriented tracks can be de-290

termined with 95% or more certainly at over291

3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293

which was assumed to be the dominant background294
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evolution in the signal due to the mechanism of the224

TPC. This time profile was recorded as the wave-225

form and thus the track sense (i.e., whether the tack226

was upward or downward) can be determined from227

the waveform.228

A parameter to determine the track sense is229

Fdwn = S2/(S1 + S2), (4)

where S1 and S2 are the time-integrated waveform230

before and after the peak. They are defined as231

S1 =
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v(t)dt, (5)

S2 =
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tp

v(t)dt. (6)

Here, t0 = 0 µs, t1 = 1.5 µs, and tp are the start,232

stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform233

shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 6 shows typical Fdwn234

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where235

most of the events are expected to be downward-236

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events237

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-238

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!s have an239

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two peaks, as240

shown by the red solid histogram, where the radon-241

! are background events in the sample test data,242

as explained later. The scale of the source-! was243

normalized to the radon-! peak of downward for244

clarity. The selection e!ciency of Fdwn > 0.5 was245

estimated to be 0.964± 0.004 in the source-! spec-246

trum while the radon background was reduced to247

half. The blue dashed histogram is a spectrum that248

subtracted the normalized source-! from the radon-249

!. The cut e!ciency of the upward-oriented events250

(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251

energy dependence of Fdwn will be explained in Sec.252

3.6.253

3.5. Distribution of emission position254

Since alpha particles are mainly emitted from the255

source, the top points of the alpha-particle tracks256

trace the shape of the radioactivity on the sample.257

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode258

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top260

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum261

drift coordinate, respectively, as shown in Figs. 5262

(a) and 5 (d). The dashed line represents the edge263

of the drift-plate sample window. Comparing Fig. 7264

(a) with Fig. 7 (b) clearly reveals the shape of the265

radioactivity.266
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273
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tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282

the anode-cathode, anode-drift, and cathode-drift283

planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286

Criterion C2 rejects the upward-oriented tracks287

with > 3.5 MeV and Fdwn ! 0.5 because the de-288

termination e!ciency depends on the energy. The289

upward- and downward-oriented tracks can be de-290

termined with 95% or more certainly at over291

3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293

which was assumed to be the dominant background294
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TPC. This time profile was recorded as the wave-225

form and thus the track sense (i.e., whether the tack226

was upward or downward) can be determined from227
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Here, t0 = 0 µs, t1 = 1.5 µs, and tp are the start,232

stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform233

shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 6 shows typical Fdwn234

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where235

most of the events are expected to be downward-236

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events237

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-238

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!s have an239

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two peaks, as240

shown by the red solid histogram, where the radon-241

! are background events in the sample test data,242

as explained later. The scale of the source-! was243

normalized to the radon-! peak of downward for244

clarity. The selection e!ciency of Fdwn > 0.5 was245

estimated to be 0.964± 0.004 in the source-! spec-246

trum while the radon background was reduced to247

half. The blue dashed histogram is a spectrum that248

subtracted the normalized source-! from the radon-249

!. The cut e!ciency of the upward-oriented events250

(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251

energy dependence of Fdwn will be explained in Sec.252
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3.5. Distribution of emission position254

Since alpha particles are mainly emitted from the255

source, the top points of the alpha-particle tracks256

trace the shape of the radioactivity on the sample.257

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode258

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top260

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum261

drift coordinate, respectively, as shown in Figs. 5262

(a) and 5 (d). The dashed line represents the edge263

of the drift-plate sample window. Comparing Fig. 7264

(a) with Fig. 7 (b) clearly reveals the shape of the265
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shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273
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sample, we use the following criteria: (C1) selec-277

tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282

the anode-cathode, anode-drift, and cathode-drift283

planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286

Criterion C2 rejects the upward-oriented tracks287

with > 3.5 MeV and Fdwn ! 0.5 because the de-288

termination e!ciency depends on the energy. The289

upward- and downward-oriented tracks can be de-290

termined with 95% or more certainly at over291

3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293

which was assumed to be the dominant background294
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evolution in the signal due to the mechanism of the224

TPC. This time profile was recorded as the wave-225

form and thus the track sense (i.e., whether the tack226

was upward or downward) can be determined from227

the waveform.228

A parameter to determine the track sense is229

Fdwn = S2/(S1 + S2), (4)

where S1 and S2 are the time-integrated waveform230

before and after the peak. They are defined as231

S1 =
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Here, t0 = 0 µs, t1 = 1.5 µs, and tp are the start,232

stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform233

shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 6 shows typical Fdwn234

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where235

most of the events are expected to be downward-236

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events237

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-238

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!s have an239

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two peaks, as240

shown by the red solid histogram, where the radon-241

! are background events in the sample test data,242

as explained later. The scale of the source-! was243

normalized to the radon-! peak of downward for244

clarity. The selection e!ciency of Fdwn > 0.5 was245

estimated to be 0.964± 0.004 in the source-! spec-246

trum while the radon background was reduced to247

half. The blue dashed histogram is a spectrum that248

subtracted the normalized source-! from the radon-249

!. The cut e!ciency of the upward-oriented events250

(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251

energy dependence of Fdwn will be explained in Sec.252
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Since alpha particles are mainly emitted from the255

source, the top points of the alpha-particle tracks256

trace the shape of the radioactivity on the sample.257

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode258

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top260

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum261

drift coordinate, respectively, as shown in Figs. 5262

(a) and 5 (d). The dashed line represents the edge263

of the drift-plate sample window. Comparing Fig. 7264

(a) with Fig. 7 (b) clearly reveals the shape of the265

radioactivity.266
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273
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To select good events for alpha particles from the276

sample, we use the following criteria: (C1) selec-277

tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282

the anode-cathode, anode-drift, and cathode-drift283

planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286

Criterion C2 rejects the upward-oriented tracks287

with > 3.5 MeV and Fdwn ! 0.5 because the de-288

termination e!ciency depends on the energy. The289

upward- and downward-oriented tracks can be de-290

termined with 95% or more certainly at over291

3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293

which was assumed to be the dominant background294
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evolution in the signal due to the mechanism of the224

TPC. This time profile was recorded as the wave-225

form and thus the track sense (i.e., whether the tack226

was upward or downward) can be determined from227

the waveform.228

A parameter to determine the track sense is229

Fdwn = S2/(S1 + S2), (4)

where S1 and S2 are the time-integrated waveform230

before and after the peak. They are defined as231

S1 =
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v(t)dt, (5)

S2 =
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tp

v(t)dt. (6)

Here, t0 = 0 µs, t1 = 1.5 µs, and tp are the start,232

stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform233

shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 6 shows typical Fdwn234

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where235

most of the events are expected to be downward-236

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events237

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-238

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!s have an239

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two peaks, as240

shown by the red solid histogram, where the radon-241

! are background events in the sample test data,242

as explained later. The scale of the source-! was243

normalized to the radon-! peak of downward for244

clarity. The selection e!ciency of Fdwn > 0.5 was245

estimated to be 0.964± 0.004 in the source-! spec-246

trum while the radon background was reduced to247

half. The blue dashed histogram is a spectrum that248

subtracted the normalized source-! from the radon-249

!. The cut e!ciency of the upward-oriented events250

(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251

energy dependence of Fdwn will be explained in Sec.252

3.6.253

3.5. Distribution of emission position254

Since alpha particles are mainly emitted from the255

source, the top points of the alpha-particle tracks256

trace the shape of the radioactivity on the sample.257

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode258

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top260

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum261

drift coordinate, respectively, as shown in Figs. 5262

(a) and 5 (d). The dashed line represents the edge263

of the drift-plate sample window. Comparing Fig. 7264

(a) with Fig. 7 (b) clearly reveals the shape of the265
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273

3.6. E!ciency of event selection274

3.7. Detection and selection e!ciency275

To select good events for alpha particles from the276

sample, we use the following criteria: (C1) selec-277

tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282

the anode-cathode, anode-drift, and cathode-drift283

planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286

Criterion C2 rejects the upward-oriented tracks287

with > 3.5 MeV and Fdwn ! 0.5 because the de-288

termination e!ciency depends on the energy. The289

upward- and downward-oriented tracks can be de-290

termined with 95% or more certainly at over291

3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293

which was assumed to be the dominant background294
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Fig. 5: Event display of an alpha particle from 210Po.
(a) cathode-drift projection, (b) flash ADC waveform (c)
cathode-anode projection, and (d) anode-drift projection are
displayed. The drift coordinate is set to zero base corre-
sponding to the drift plate position for the top of the track.

MeV, has a peak before stopping (Bragg peak). The239

number of electrons ionized by the alpha particle in240

the gas is proportional to dE/dx, and dE/dx along241

the track profile is projected onto the time evolution242

in the signal due to the mechanism of the TPC.243

This time profile was recorded as the waveform and244

thus the track sense (i.e., whether the track was245

upward or downward) can be determined from the246

waveform.247

A parameter to determine the track sense is248

Fdwn = S2/(S1 + S2), (4)

where S1 and S2 are the time-integrated waveform249

before and after the peak. They are defined as250

S1 =

! tp

t0

v(t)dt, (5)

S2 =

! t1

tp

v(t)dt. (6)

Here, t0 = 0 µs, t1 = 1.5 µs, and tp are the start,251

stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform252

shown in Fig. 5 (b). The tp is determined as a253

time when the voltage is the highest in region be-254

tween t0 and t1. Figure 6 (a) shows typical Fdwn255

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where256

most of the events are expected to be downward-257

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events258

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-259

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!’s have an260

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two components261

of upward- and downward-oriented, as shown by262

the red solid histogram, where the radon-! are263

background events in the sample test data, as ex-264

plained later. The scale of the source-! was normal-265

ized to the radon-! peak of downward for clarity.266

Figure 6 (b) shows the e!ciency related on Fdwn267

threshold for downward-(black solid) and upward-268

oriented (blue dashed). The selection e!ciency of269

Fdwn > 0.5 was estimated to be 0.964 ± 0.004 in270

the source-! spectrum while the radon background271

was reduced to half. The blue dashed histogram is a272

spectrum that subtracted the normalized source-!273

from the radon-!. The cut e!ciency of the upward-274

oriented events (Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be275

0.85± 0.04. The energy dependence of Fdwn will276

be explained in Sec. 3.6.277

3.5. Distribution of emission position278

Since alpha particles are mainly emitted from the279

source, the top points of the alpha-particle tracks280

trace the shape of the radioactivity on the sample.281

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode282

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the283

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top284

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum285

drift coordinate, respectively, as shown in Figs. 5286

(a) and 5 (d). The dashed line represents the edge287

of the drift-plate sample window. Comparing Fig. 7288

(a) with Fig. 7 (b) clearly reveals the shape of the289

radioactivity.290

The position resolution was evaluated along the291

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of292

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular293

to the lines and was fit with error functions as294

shown in Fig. 8. The Fig. 8 (a) and (b) repre-295

sent the alpha-particle emission position projection296

to cathode and anode, respectively. The red lines297

are the fitting based on the error functions. As a re-298

sult, the position resolution was determined to be299

0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard300

deviation in the four positions.301
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To select good events for alpha particles from the303

sample, we use the following criteria: (C1) selec-304

tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut305
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evolution in the signal due to the mechanism of the224

TPC. This time profile was recorded as the wave-225

form and thus the track sense (i.e., whether the tack226

was upward or downward) can be determined from227

the waveform.228

A parameter to determine the track sense is229

Fdwn = S2/(S1 + S2), (4)

where S1 and S2 are the time-integrated waveform230

before and after the peak. They are defined as231

S1 =

! tp

t0

v(t)dt, (5)

S2 =

! t1

tp

v(t)dt. (6)

Here, t0 = 0 µs, t1 = 1.5 µs, and tp are the start,232

stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform233

shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 6 shows typical Fdwn234

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where235

most of the events are expected to be downward-236

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events237

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-238

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!s have an239

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two peaks, as240

shown by the red solid histogram, where the radon-241

! are background events in the sample test data,242

as explained later. The scale of the source-! was243

normalized to the radon-! peak of downward for244

clarity. The selection e!ciency of Fdwn > 0.5 was245

estimated to be 0.964± 0.004 in the source-! spec-246

trum while the radon background was reduced to247

half. The blue dashed histogram is a spectrum that248

subtracted the normalized source-! from the radon-249

!. The cut e!ciency of the upward-oriented events250

(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251

energy dependence of Fdwn will be explained in Sec.252
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3.5. Distribution of emission position254

Since alpha particles are mainly emitted from the255

source, the top points of the alpha-particle tracks256

trace the shape of the radioactivity on the sample.257

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode258

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top260

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum261

drift coordinate, respectively, as shown in Figs. 5262

(a) and 5 (d). The dashed line represents the edge263

of the drift-plate sample window. Comparing Fig. 7264

(a) with Fig. 7 (b) clearly reveals the shape of the265

radioactivity.266
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273
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3.7. Detection and selection e!ciency275

To select good events for alpha particles from the276

sample, we use the following criteria: (C1) selec-277

tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282

the anode-cathode, anode-drift, and cathode-drift283

planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286

Criterion C2 rejects the upward-oriented tracks287

with > 3.5 MeV and Fdwn ! 0.5 because the de-288

termination e!ciency depends on the energy. The289

upward- and downward-oriented tracks can be de-290

termined with 95% or more certainly at over291

3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293

which was assumed to be the dominant background294
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TPC. This time profile was recorded as the wave-225

form and thus the track sense (i.e., whether the tack226

was upward or downward) can be determined from227
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shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 6 shows typical Fdwn234

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where235

most of the events are expected to be downward-236

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events237

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-238

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!s have an239

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two peaks, as240

shown by the red solid histogram, where the radon-241

! are background events in the sample test data,242

as explained later. The scale of the source-! was243

normalized to the radon-! peak of downward for244

clarity. The selection e!ciency of Fdwn > 0.5 was245

estimated to be 0.964± 0.004 in the source-! spec-246

trum while the radon background was reduced to247

half. The blue dashed histogram is a spectrum that248
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(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251
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projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273
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sample, we use the following criteria: (C1) selec-277

tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282

the anode-cathode, anode-drift, and cathode-drift283

planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286

Criterion C2 rejects the upward-oriented tracks287

with > 3.5 MeV and Fdwn ! 0.5 because the de-288

termination e!ciency depends on the energy. The289

upward- and downward-oriented tracks can be de-290

termined with 95% or more certainly at over291

3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293

which was assumed to be the dominant background294
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form and thus the track sense (i.e., whether the tack226

was upward or downward) can be determined from227
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Here, t0 = 0 µs, t1 = 1.5 µs, and tp are the start,232

stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform233

shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 6 shows typical Fdwn234

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where235

most of the events are expected to be downward-236

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events237

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-238

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!s have an239

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two peaks, as240

shown by the red solid histogram, where the radon-241

! are background events in the sample test data,242

as explained later. The scale of the source-! was243

normalized to the radon-! peak of downward for244

clarity. The selection e!ciency of Fdwn > 0.5 was245

estimated to be 0.964± 0.004 in the source-! spec-246

trum while the radon background was reduced to247

half. The blue dashed histogram is a spectrum that248

subtracted the normalized source-! from the radon-249

!. The cut e!ciency of the upward-oriented events250

(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251

energy dependence of Fdwn will be explained in Sec.252
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Since alpha particles are mainly emitted from the255

source, the top points of the alpha-particle tracks256

trace the shape of the radioactivity on the sample.257

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode258

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top260

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum261

drift coordinate, respectively, as shown in Figs. 5262

(a) and 5 (d). The dashed line represents the edge263

of the drift-plate sample window. Comparing Fig. 7264

(a) with Fig. 7 (b) clearly reveals the shape of the265

radioactivity.266
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273
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sample, we use the following criteria: (C1) selec-277

tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282

the anode-cathode, anode-drift, and cathode-drift283

planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286

Criterion C2 rejects the upward-oriented tracks287

with > 3.5 MeV and Fdwn ! 0.5 because the de-288

termination e!ciency depends on the energy. The289

upward- and downward-oriented tracks can be de-290

termined with 95% or more certainly at over291

3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293

which was assumed to be the dominant background294
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evolution in the signal due to the mechanism of the224

TPC. This time profile was recorded as the wave-225

form and thus the track sense (i.e., whether the tack226

was upward or downward) can be determined from227

the waveform.228

A parameter to determine the track sense is229

Fdwn = S2/(S1 + S2), (4)

where S1 and S2 are the time-integrated waveform230

before and after the peak. They are defined as231

S1 =
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v(t)dt, (5)

S2 =
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tp

v(t)dt. (6)

Here, t0 = 0 µs, t1 = 1.5 µs, and tp are the start,232

stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform233

shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 6 shows typical Fdwn234

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where235

most of the events are expected to be downward-236

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events237

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-238

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!s have an239

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two peaks, as240

shown by the red solid histogram, where the radon-241

! are background events in the sample test data,242

as explained later. The scale of the source-! was243

normalized to the radon-! peak of downward for244

clarity. The selection e!ciency of Fdwn > 0.5 was245

estimated to be 0.964± 0.004 in the source-! spec-246

trum while the radon background was reduced to247

half. The blue dashed histogram is a spectrum that248

subtracted the normalized source-! from the radon-249

!. The cut e!ciency of the upward-oriented events250

(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251

energy dependence of Fdwn will be explained in Sec.252
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Since alpha particles are mainly emitted from the255

source, the top points of the alpha-particle tracks256

trace the shape of the radioactivity on the sample.257

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode258

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top260

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum261

drift coordinate, respectively, as shown in Figs. 5262

(a) and 5 (d). The dashed line represents the edge263

of the drift-plate sample window. Comparing Fig. 7264

(a) with Fig. 7 (b) clearly reveals the shape of the265
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273
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sample, we use the following criteria: (C1) selec-277

tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282

the anode-cathode, anode-drift, and cathode-drift283

planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286

Criterion C2 rejects the upward-oriented tracks287

with > 3.5 MeV and Fdwn ! 0.5 because the de-288

termination e!ciency depends on the energy. The289
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termined with 95% or more certainly at over291

3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293

which was assumed to be the dominant background294
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evolution in the signal due to the mechanism of the224

TPC. This time profile was recorded as the wave-225

form and thus the track sense (i.e., whether the tack226

was upward or downward) can be determined from227

the waveform.228

A parameter to determine the track sense is229

Fdwn = S2/(S1 + S2), (4)

where S1 and S2 are the time-integrated waveform230

before and after the peak. They are defined as231

S1 =
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v(t)dt, (5)

S2 =
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v(t)dt. (6)

Here, t0 = 0 µs, t1 = 1.5 µs, and tp are the start,232

stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform233

shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 6 shows typical Fdwn234

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where235

most of the events are expected to be downward-236

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events237

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-238

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!s have an239

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two peaks, as240

shown by the red solid histogram, where the radon-241

! are background events in the sample test data,242

as explained later. The scale of the source-! was243

normalized to the radon-! peak of downward for244

clarity. The selection e!ciency of Fdwn > 0.5 was245

estimated to be 0.964± 0.004 in the source-! spec-246

trum while the radon background was reduced to247

half. The blue dashed histogram is a spectrum that248

subtracted the normalized source-! from the radon-249

!. The cut e!ciency of the upward-oriented events250

(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251

energy dependence of Fdwn will be explained in Sec.252
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Since alpha particles are mainly emitted from the255

source, the top points of the alpha-particle tracks256

trace the shape of the radioactivity on the sample.257

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode258

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top260

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum261

drift coordinate, respectively, as shown in Figs. 5262

(a) and 5 (d). The dashed line represents the edge263

of the drift-plate sample window. Comparing Fig. 7264

(a) with Fig. 7 (b) clearly reveals the shape of the265
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273

3.6. E!ciency of event selection274

3.7. Detection and selection e!ciency275

To select good events for alpha particles from the276

sample, we use the following criteria: (C1) selec-277

tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282

the anode-cathode, anode-drift, and cathode-drift283

planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286

Criterion C2 rejects the upward-oriented tracks287

with > 3.5 MeV and Fdwn ! 0.5 because the de-288

termination e!ciency depends on the energy. The289

upward- and downward-oriented tracks can be de-290

termined with 95% or more certainly at over291

3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293

which was assumed to be the dominant background294
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Fig. 5: Event display of an alpha particle from 210Po.
(a) cathode-drift projection, (b) flash ADC waveform (c)
cathode-anode projection, and (d) anode-drift projection are
displayed. The drift coordinate is set to zero base corre-
sponding to the drift plate position for the top of the track.

MeV, has a peak before stopping (Bragg peak). The239

number of electrons ionized by the alpha particle in240

the gas is proportional to dE/dx, and dE/dx along241

the track profile is projected onto the time evolution242

in the signal due to the mechanism of the TPC.243

This time profile was recorded as the waveform and244

thus the track sense (i.e., whether the track was245

upward or downward) can be determined from the246

waveform.247

A parameter to determine the track sense is248

Fdwn = S2/(S1 + S2), (4)

where S1 and S2 are the time-integrated waveform249

before and after the peak. They are defined as250

S1 =

! tp

t0

v(t)dt, (5)

S2 =

! t1

tp

v(t)dt. (6)

Here, t0 = 0 µs, t1 = 1.5 µs, and tp are the start,251

stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform252

shown in Fig. 5 (b). The tp is determined as a253

time when the voltage is the highest in region be-254

tween t0 and t1. Figure 6 (a) shows typical Fdwn255

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where256

most of the events are expected to be downward-257

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events258

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-259

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!’s have an260

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two components261

of upward- and downward-oriented, as shown by262

the red solid histogram, where the radon-! are263

background events in the sample test data, as ex-264

plained later. The scale of the source-! was normal-265

ized to the radon-! peak of downward for clarity.266

Figure 6 (b) shows the e!ciency related on Fdwn267
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273
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tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282

the anode-cathode, anode-drift, and cathode-drift283

planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286

Criterion C2 rejects the upward-oriented tracks287

with > 3.5 MeV and Fdwn ! 0.5 because the de-288

termination e!ciency depends on the energy. The289

upward- and downward-oriented tracks can be de-290

termined with 95% or more certainly at over291

3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293

which was assumed to be the dominant background294
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273
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for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279
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For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282
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planes to remove events that had any noise and284
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fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286
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shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 6 shows typical Fdwn234
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most of the events are expected to be downward-236

oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events237

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-238

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!s have an239

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two peaks, as240

shown by the red solid histogram, where the radon-241

! are background events in the sample test data,242

as explained later. The scale of the source-! was243
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clarity. The selection e!ciency of Fdwn > 0.5 was245

estimated to be 0.964± 0.004 in the source-! spec-246

trum while the radon background was reduced to247
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(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251

energy dependence of Fdwn will be explained in Sec.252
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projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top260

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum261
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(a) and 5 (d). The dashed line represents the edge263

of the drift-plate sample window. Comparing Fig. 7264
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273
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tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282
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planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286
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3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293
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stop, and peak time, respectively, for the waveform233

shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 6 shows typical Fdwn234

distribution with the alpha-particle source, where235
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oriented. The Fdwn values of the downward events237

are distributed around 0.7, as shown by the black-238

shaded histograms. Conversely, radon-!s have an239

isotropic direction, i.e., Fdwn has two peaks, as240

shown by the red solid histogram, where the radon-241

! are background events in the sample test data,242

as explained later. The scale of the source-! was243
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clarity. The selection e!ciency of Fdwn > 0.5 was245

estimated to be 0.964± 0.004 in the source-! spec-246

trum while the radon background was reduced to247

half. The blue dashed histogram is a spectrum that248
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(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251
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Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode258

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top260
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273
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(Fdwn ! 0.5) was estimated to be 0.85± 0.04. The251
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Since alpha particles are mainly emitted from the255

source, the top points of the alpha-particle tracks256

trace the shape of the radioactivity on the sample.257

Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) show the anode–cathode258

projection distribution of the top and bottom of the259

alpha-particle tracks, respectively, where the top260

and bottom are defined as the zero and maximum261
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Fig. 6: Downward-oriented distribution for source-! (black
shade), radon-! (red solid), and a histogram made by sub-
tracting the radon-! spectrum from the source-! one(blue
dashed).

The position resolution was evaluated along the267

four dashed lines in Fig. 7 (a). The number of268

events was projected onto the axis perpendicular269

to the lines and was fit with error functions. As270

a result, the position resolution was determined to271

be 0.68± 0.14 cm ("), where the error is a standard272

deviation in the four positions.273
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To select good events for alpha particles from the276

sample, we use the following criteria: (C1) selec-277

tion for events with good fitting tracks, (C2) cut278

for the upward-oriented events, and (C3) selection279

for events with emission points in the sample region.280

For criterion C1, the good fit to track events281

was selected as fmin(#)/(n " 1) < 0.02 cm2 for282

the anode-cathode, anode-drift, and cathode-drift283

planes to remove events that had any noise and284

to remove candidates for electron tracks, where285

fmin(#) is a minimum of Eq. (3).286

Criterion C2 rejects the upward-oriented tracks287

with > 3.5 MeV and Fdwn ! 0.5 because the de-288

termination e!ciency depends on the energy. The289

upward- and downward-oriented tracks can be de-290

termined with 95% or more certainly at over291

3.5 MeV. Note that this cut was applied for the292

events > 3.5 MeV, because the radon background,293

which was assumed to be the dominant background294
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α線線源

• α線の発⽣点をplotした
• 試料由来のα線汚染分布を得ら
れる

• 端(⿊枠)に線源を取り付け、
サンプル測定と同時にガス状
態をモニター。

位置分解能σ=7mm

(無酸素銅)

(無酸素銅)
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3. イメージ分析の状況
• 2018年から安定運⽤を開始。これまで多くのグループから測定依

頼を受けている。
• 銅メッシュの上にサンプルを載せ2週間~1ヶ⽉待てば、アルファ

線のエネルギー分布と、発⽣位置のイメージが得られる。~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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lp

ha
/h

r

α線頻度 = 0.58±0.04 a/hr/MPPC (⽚⾯相当)

1) AXELグループのMPPC(使⽤済)

Sample
BG

2) PICOLONグループの反射板

PTEP(2021) 043F01
< 1.77 × 10−3 alpha/hr/cm2 (90% C. L.).

これまで、他に、

- 中性⼦コンソーシアムの表⾯コー
ティングされたSUS板
- NEWAGEグループの試作基板
- Hyper-KのPMTガラス試料
- 中性⼦コンソーシアムのフランジ
窓ガラス
- SK-GdのRa吸着ディスク
- La-GPSシンチレータ

など、実験グループの枠/垣根を超
えて分析を実施してきた実績がある。
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4. 課題と改善計画

感度改善のための計画
1. 冷却活性炭によって、ガス内ラドンを減らす。
2. プリント基板の表⾯をマスクして壁際α線を減らす。
3. 有感領域における体積を減らす。
4. アルファ線⼊射のための窓を広げる。

わかっている課題点
• ガス中の放射性ラドンからの下向きα線は、

カット仕切れない。
• プリント基板からのα線が壁際雑⾳を形成
• ⽬標感度10-4 a/cm2/h

2021/03/25

μ-PIC

15cm

30
cm

BG run

Calib-α

Po-210

※他にもアイデアはあるが、まず優先して上4つを実施
- DAQエレクトロニクスの改良.
- ⾶跡解析アルゴリズム改良.
- さらに不純物のないμ-PIC+プリント基板へ据え変え.
-



4. 課題と改善計画

1. 冷却活性炭の実装

2. プリント基板由来のα線を防ぐためにマスク

• 神岡施設の活性炭と冷凍器を確保。
• 配管実装は完了。-100度に冷却してガス循環系の

導⼊完了。
• 実装したことで明らかなBG-α線は減少した。BGは

1/3に減った。今回の活性炭は「ダイヤソープ」

Energy	(MeV)

Co
un
t	r
ate
	(α
/h
r/
cm

2 )

OFF: 0.76!".$%&".$'

ON: 0.17!"."(&".")

Unit: ×10!" α/cm"/hr

1ヶ⽉測定1. 冷却活性炭によって、ガス内ラドンを減らす。
2. プリント基板の表⾯をマスクして壁際α線を減らす。
3. 有感領域における体積を減らす。
4. アルファ線⼊射のための窓を広げる。

プリント基板が露出している領域(緑)を
カプトンテープでマスクした

冷却活性炭システム

E>2MeV

E>2MeV

マスク前

マスク後 793.594 hr

963.9 hr

線源

線源

マスクしたら有意に端のα線
は減ったが、
隠せきれていない領域も残っ
ていることも確認できた。

線源のα線の事象数を基準に
して、端に分布する事象数を
⽐較する。

マップの半分を抜き出して、
縦に分布を射影する。

2021/05/19 7
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3. 有感領域における体積を減らす

4. アルファ線⼊射のための窓を広げる

4. 課題と改善計画
1. 冷却活性炭によって、ガス内ラドンを減らす。
2. プリント基板の表⾯をマスクして壁際α線を減らす。
3. 有感領域における体積を減らす。
4. アルファ線⼊射のための窓を広げる。

現在

無酸素銅

30
cm

15cm

• フィールドケージの⾼さを低く
(半分の15cm)

• 電⼦ドリフト距離が短くなるので、位置分
解能改善も期待

• サンプル領域拡張(⼊射窓を広げる)は感度
[a/cm2/hr]を改善する。

• これまで端からのα線によってサンプル領域拡張
は制限されていた。

• 10x10 cm2 → 15x15cm2 (⾯積⽐ 2.25倍)
• ドリフトプレートは製作済み。
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4. 課題と改善計画

✔フィールドケージを⼊れ替え作業。
有効⾯積あたりの体積は半分

→ラドンの量も半分になると期待

今後、
- 真空漏れチェック
- 放電耐性のチェック
- 信号/雑⾳レベルの確認
- ⻑期安定運転のチェック
- アルファ線エネルギー較正
- 有効⾯積拡張の検証
- 感度・性能評価の実施
- 2021年度 夏から新システムでの

分析運⽤を⽬指す
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まとめ

• 表⾯α線イメージ分析は、全量試験では気づかない表⾯汚染に対して有
効であり、独⽴的に重要な極低BG測定⼿法である。得られた画像から

構造体のどの部品に問題かあるか明らかにできる。

• μ-TPCを⽤いた表⾯α線イメージ分析装置(AICHAM)は、low-a μ-PIC
を実装したことで、感度~10!" α/cm2/hrを達成した。

• 様々な実験グループのサンプルを測定し、その度に試⾏錯誤で⼿法を確
⽴していきました。

• 並⾏して装置改善の取り組みを進め、フィールドケージの据え変えが完
了。今後、運⽤に向けてリークチェック、放電チェック、性能評価を予

定している。2021年度 夏から新システムでの分析運⽤を⽬指す。

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


